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Welcome to the world of visual freedom. With a super-wide  
panoramic windscreen and a class leading amount of glazed area 
offering incredible sight lines, the Citroën Grand C4 Picasso will 
redefine your driving experience forever.
The Citroën Grand C4 Picasso is an unparalleled pleasure  
designed to capture your imagination. The sweeping lines and 
arching curvature – from the panoramic windscreen and glass  
roof* to the rear spoiler – are crafted with innovation and  
character. The solid, smooth curves to the quarter windows, 
headlights and indicators have been created with personality  
in mind to seduce your eye and welcome you into a new style  
of beautifully crafted driving.

 CItrOën grand  
C4 PICaSSO,  
 ARe yOU ReAdy  
 TO See ThINGS 
dIffeReNTly?

*Optional feature at additional cost.
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Take a closer look at the Citroën 
Grand C4 Picasso … smooth, 
seamless and designed with 
excellence as standard. A free 
flowing single line runs from the 
super-wide windscreen and 
spectacular roof to the rear  
spoiler, creating an amazing 
aerodynamic profile. large 
windows, a dynamic waist line  
and break in the rear quarter 
window create a design of 
distinction, while at the rear, the 
absence of body-coloured C-pillars 
creates the impression of an 
extended window line. 
dynamic, imposing, prominent 

and solid, the larger than life 
Citroën Grand C4 Picasso is an 
icon in the making. With clean, 
fluid and harmonious design  
lines, and extensive use of glass. 
Choose an angle. Side on or head 
on, the Citroën Grand C4 Picasso 
possesses nothing short of a 
powerful presence.
eye catching front headlamps are 
beautifully designed and inspired 
with an elegant transparency,  
subtly underlined by the coloured 
tone of the indicators. 
The rear and third brake-lights  
add a distinctive flair, a unique 
visual design offering the highest 

standards in size and lines of light.
The optional panoramic glazed 
roof, laminated in 5mm glass and 
coated with an anti-ultraviolet and 
infrared tint, is the perfect light  
and shade enhancer. The opaque 
catch-proof blind on an electric reel 
with 10 positions provides excellent 
heat and light isolation, similar to 
the traditional sunroof.
The wide chevron badge with 
angled chrome strips extending  
up to the headlamps creates a 
design signature that stamps the 
Citroën Grand C4 Picasso with its 
unmistakable identity.

The lOOk Of Style



looking and feeling spacious, the 
Citroën Grand C4 Picasso 
dashboard and cabin layout uses 
innovative design and smart 
technology. Gone is the traditional 
central console housing the 
gearbox. The unique driving 
position completely frees the 
dashboard, grouping the gearbox 
mode selector and sequential 
gearshift paddle controls on the 
steering wheel. Now, there is more 
space and more comfort.
The Citroën Grand C4 Picasso is 
all about you and your new  
driving experience. for all your 
driving and comfort information, 
one look to the central display 
window is all you need. data is 
divided into two parts; a section 
permanently displaying essential 

driving information, such as speed, 
rev-counter and fuel gauge, and a 
multifunction screen in the centre 
where you can access all the 
information you need on fuel 
consumption, radio frequency and 
sound system. By day or by night, 
the brightness of both screens is 
easily adjustable and adapted  
to suit all light conditions for 
maximum optical clarity.
The driver and front passenger 
each have their own air-conditioning 
and temperature controller located 
at each end of the dashboard. for 
that luxurious, clean drive, just 
switch on the air freshener, which 
will refresh your Citroën Grand C4 
Picasso with a fragrance developed 
for well-being and invigorating 
comfort. 

Air conditioning, temperature and 
air flow can be set automatically 
and the driver is always within easy 
reach to make all adjustments 
centrally via the main control 
panel.
The Child-lock system is operated 
by electric controls within easy 
reach of the driver’s hand, which 
instantly lock and unlock the 
windows and rear doors. 
even down to the smallest detail, 
the functionality of the Citroën 
Grand C4 Picasso rings true. fuss 
free and hassle free, the new 
automatic, plug-free filler flap  
flips up without having to touch  
the fuel cap.
With the Citroën Grand C4 
Picasso, the dream of total comfort 
is closer than you think.

A dIffeReNT drIve
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Say goodbye to what you know, the Citroën Grand C4 Picasso’s 
ingenious layout provides almost unlimited seating flexibility for  
up to seven adults. 
each of the three seats in the second row feature a backrest  
that can tilt for comfort and are adjustable for length. All three  
seats are the same width and can be folded flat. 
each side seat cushion in the second row folds up towards the  
seat back, like a cinema seat, and in a single movement slides 
forward to free up maximum space for convenient access to the  
third row seating. 
The simple, functional seat design of the Citroën Grand C4 Picasso 
has been crafted with you and your passengers in mind. The  
interior layout can be reconfigured quickly and easily, while  
keeping all the seats inside the vehicle.
The two seats in the third row can be easily employed by folding 
back the floor covers and pulling the strap on the seat back  
upward in a single motion. To fold the seats down simply pull  
the strap on the rear base and fold the floor covers back into place. 
The perfect way to add more people to the car or create all the  
space you will need.

INGeNIOUS layOut



from driver to passenger number seven the attention 
to detail and spacious comfort is complete. The total 
Citroën Grand C4 Picasso internal ambience has been 
developed so that the seating, sound, temperature, 
lighting and entertainment features merge together  
in a unique way. 
you decide how much sunlight comes in. The 
panoramic wide angle windscreen is cleverly  
equipped with two independent sliding sunblinds, 
which can be quickly adjusted by sliding manually to 
the position required.
The row two side windows have been designed with 
retractable sunblind curtains and integrated rollers, 
which filter light while offering a clear view outside.
The unique and original modular seat design of the 
Citroën Grand C4 Picasso creates easy access to row 
three. Activate the control and the cushions to the 

outer seats in row two automatically lift up towards the 
seat back. Just slide the seat forward up against the 
front seat-backs in a single movement and free the 
space for immediate access to the third row.
Air conditioning controls are also available to the 
second row passengers (excluding the centre 
passenger) for the comfort of the second and third  
row passengers. Second row passengers (excluding  
the centre passenger) can adjust air conditioning 
controls located in the door pillar for fan speed as  
well as air direction.
At the wheel of your Citroën Grand C4 Picasso, 
everything is easy. The controls are fixed and  
centralised on the steering wheel. Turn the wheel  
and the controls remain in place, thanks to Citroën’s 
innovative fixed hub steering wheel design. The 
steering wheel is also height and reach adjustable.

The JOy Of travellIng
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To travel in style and comfort is to 
have everything you need within 
easy reach. In addition to the 
conventional stowage space 
provided in the inner door panels, 
the cabin also features cleverly 
designed stowage compartments 
of all sizes, equally distributed at 
the front on the dashboard and in 
the rear under the floor or in the 
door panels. 
Two large, illuminated, covered 
storage spaces are built into the 
upper left and right sections of the 
dashboard, and are lined with slip-
proof fabric to prevent items inside 
from moving and making noise.
On the front passenger side is the 
illuminated glove compartment, 
which comprises two handy spaces 
to keep smaller everyday objects.
There is also an additional storage 

compartment positioned on the 
lower central part of the dashboard. 
This compartment is also a cooler 
and will keep products such as a 
1.5 litre bottle and two 0.5 litre 
bottles at a low temperature, even 
when the air conditioning blows 
hot air into the cabin. Simply open 
the compartment and the lid 
becomes a tray with two cup-
holders.
The back-rests of the front seats  
are fitted with aircraft-style trays that 
can be used by passengers seated 
in row two. The trays are tailored  
to suit the shape of the seatback  
and fold freely downwards without 
sacrificing knee room for second-
row passengers. A stowage net is 
also provided on the back of each 
front seat.
The functional layout of the  

Citroën Grand C4 Picasso makes 
the boot easily accessible and 
convenient to use.
With the classic 5 seat con-
figuration, the Citroën Grand C4 
Picasso has a boot with impressive 
dimensions; over 1 metre of usable 
space, over 1.16m in width, and 
55cm high beneath the luggage 
cover. This spacious interior 
provides approximately 576 litres 
beneath the luggage cover, and 
893 litres up to the roof, and when 
all the seats are folded away, the 
boot can be extended to almost 
two cubic metres, and a maximum 
capacity of 1,951 litres. 
An optional stowage net allows 
objects to be well stored. Thanks  
to the hooks provided in the  
boot, the design offers multiple 
configurations.

lOAd, STORe ANd gO



from around town to motorway, whether fully 
loaded or empty, a premium quality ride in your 
Citroën Grand C4 Picasso is assured. Just drive 
and enjoy. The Citroën Grand C4 Picasso engine, 
like all of our products, has been developed to  
the highest standards for a more comfortable  
drive that is kinder to your wallet and the 
environment.
The 2.0hdi 100kW diesel engine combined  
with a six speed semi-automatic transmission  
offers remarkable power, smooth acceleration  
and excellent fuel-efficiency. delivering an  
amazing 5l/100km* fuel consumption. It’s  
no wonder the Grand C4 Picasso is Australia’s 
most fuel efficient 7-seat people mover.

The Citroën Grand C4 Picasso has been  
designed with the environment in mind, optimising  
economy and promoting the recycling of waste 
materials.
from the Citroën Grand C4 Picasso’s conception, 
the remarkable aerodynamics and specifically  
chosen light material ensure the weight and  
fuel consumption are kept to a minimum,  
especially with an empty load. The bonnet and 
roof are made from aluminium, while the seat 
frames are made from magnesium. The diesel 
engine is fitted with a diesel Particulate filter 
System (dPfS).

BeyONd A  
drIvIng exPerIenCe

*extra urban cycle as per AdR 81/02.
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When it comes to the demands of safety, the Citroën  
Grand C4 Picasso takes you further with both Active and 
Passive safety. Active Safety is assured by innovative  
features such as eSP and ABS. The Citroën Grand C4 
Picasso is also built to absorb energy in the event of a 
collision. further benefits include a reinforced cabin layout, 
three point seat belts on all the seats, and six airbags.
Thanks to the fixed-centred controls steering wheel, the 
driver’s airbag is designed to be deployed at the required, 
precise angle for optimal protection. further protection is 
built-in so that the pressure and volume of the airbag 
automatically adjusts with the force of collision.
In the front seats are two further side airbags for thorax  
and body protection while two curtain airbags offer head 
protection for all passengers in the first two rows of  
seats. The electronic Stability Program (eSP) operates  
automatically on the distribution of braking power together 
with the engine speed to stabilise the trajectory of the car on 
bends as soon as any risk of oversteer or understeer has 
been detected by the system’s electronic sensors. The 
traction control (ASR) is linked to the eSP and immediately 
reduces the excess power to the driving wheels in the  
event of wheel spin. It also operates when moving off  
should excessive acceleration be applied on a slippery  
road surface.

The Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) electronically regulates 
braking pressure to avoid wheel-locking so the driver can 
maintain roadholding and the ability to steer the vehicle 
when braking. Connected to the ABS, the electronic 
Brakeforce distribution (eBd) ensures braking pressure is 
evenly applied to the wheels (front-rear and right-left) so  
that, should the need arise, maximum effect can be  
achieved from the braking power. emergency Braking 
Assistance (eBA) instantly amplifies braking pressure in the 
event of an emergency so that the stopping distance is  
the shortest possible.
On rapid deceleration, the hazard warning lights come on 
automatically to warn drivers behind. They go off when 
accelerating and they can be switched off manually.
The Citroën Grand C4 Picasso’s automatic electric parking 
brake improves comfort and safety. This electric brake is 
automatically applied when the ignition key is turned off.  
The eCU works in tandem with the eSP to calculate the  
force required to immobilise the vehicle, depending on  
the gradient of the road. As soon as the torque applied  
to the drive wheels is sufficient, the parking brake is 
automatically released.
The electric handbrake control is located within easy reach  
in the middle of the dashboard, and can be used to apply 
the parking brake in a conventional manner if required.

IN Safe handS



17’’ Roskilde alloy wheels 

WheelS, COlOURS  
and uPhOlSterIeS

Blanc Banquise Gris Aluminium (M)

Rouge lucifer (P) kyanos Blue (M)Noir Onyx

Gris fer (P)

(M) – Metallic   (P) – Pearlescent 

'Claudia' leather
Mistral (optional)

Cloth Mistral
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GRAND C4 PICASSO SPECIFICATIONS 2.0L DIESEL 

ENGINE

Cylinders 4

Cubic capacity 1997

Valves per cylinder 4

Maximum power (kw@rpm) 100 / 4000

Maximum torque (Nm@rpm) 270 / 2000

fuel system high pressure direct injection

fuel tank capacity (l) 60

TRANSMISSION

Transmission 6-Speed electronic Gearbox System 
(eGS)

WHEELS AND TYRES

Tyre size 215 / 55 R17

17" alloy wheels (set of 4) •

Spare wheel size 17” Steel

BRAKES

Ventilated front discs •

Rear discs •

ABS with electronic Brakeforce distribution (eBd) •

emergency Brake Assistance (eBA) •

electronic Stability Program (eSP) with ASR traction control •

Automatic electric park brake •

STEERING

Variable power assisted steering •

Turning circle 11.33

SUSPENSION

front MacPherson strut, anti rollbar

Rear flexible transverse beam

GRAND C4 PICASSO SPECIFICATIONS 2.0L DIESEL 

WEIGHTS

Gross vehicle weight 2320

kerb weight (kg) 1620

Payload (kg) 700

Max roof rack load (kg) 70-80

Gross train weight 3620

Maximum trailer towing weight  Braked 1500

 Unbraked 750

front rear weight distribution 970 / 650

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS

length (mm) 4590

Width with / without mirrors (mm) 2100 / 1830

height with / without roof rails (mm) 1710 / 1660

Wheelbase (mm) 2730

INTERIOR LOAD DIMENSIONS

load volume – all 3 seat rows in place (l) 208

load volume – row 3 folded, min / max 576–672

load volume – rows 2 and 3 folded, min / max 893 / 1951

Max load length, rows 2 and 3 folded (mm), min / max 1800 / 2060

Max load length, row 3 folded (mm), min / max 1030 / 1160

PERFORMANCE

Maximum speed (km / h) 195

0-100 km / h (sec) 12.5

0-1000 metres (sec) 33.4

WARRANTY

Vehicle 3 years / 100,000 kms

Paint / Corrosion 3 years / 12 years

Roadside Assistance 3 years / 100,000 kms

 • = Standard   = Optional*



GRAND C4 PICASSO SPECIFICATIONS 2.0L DIESEL 

SAFETY & SECURITY

ABS with electronic Brakeforce distribution (eBd) •

emergency Braking Assist (eBA) •

electronic Stability Programme (eSP) with Traction Control (ASR) •

energy absorbing side impact protection •

Adaptive driver’s and front passenger’s airbags •

front lateral airbags •

Curtain airbags (front and row 2) •

Variable power assisted steering •

height adjustable front seat belts, pre-tensioners with force limiters •

Seven 3-point inertia reel seat belts •

Seatbelt ‘unfastened’ warning light and audible warning signal for all seats •

Automatic activation of hazard warning lights (in case of rapid deceleration) •

Indicator sound for lights left on and keys in ignition •

Transponder engine immobiliser •

high frequency multi-function remote control central locking •

Seven retractable and height adjustable head restraints •

Automatic electric parking brake •

Automatic doors and boot locking (when car in motion) •

Retractable luggage cover •

Child lock indicator •

Child surveillance mirror •

electric rear child safety locks •

Rear parking sensors •

Rear windscreen wipers •

Auto rear wiper (when reverse gear is engaged and front wipers are on) •

Rear fog lights, reverse lights and high mounted third stop light •

Outside temperature indicator •

Warning indicator when boot and doors are open •

GRAND C4 PICASSO SPECIFICATIONS 2.0L DIESEL 

INTERIOR

Mistral (black) dashboard ambience •

Mistral cloth •

Mistral ‘Claudia’ leather 

leather steering wheel •

SEATING

Seven individual seats •

Three full size individual, sliding flat fold rear seats (row 2) •

Two underfloor foldaway rear seats (row 3) •

height and tilt adjustable front and 2nd row seats •

Seven retractable and height adjustable head restraints •

front armrests •

COMFORT & CONVENIENCE

Cruise control and speed limiter •

Super wide panoramic heat reflecting windscreen •

driver’s and front passenger’s independent sliding sunvisors with covered courtesy mirrors 
and map holder •

height and tilt adjustable multi functional fixed centred controls steering wheel •

Automatic fuel cap release (operated from inside the cabin) •

Automatic digital air-conditioning with dual-zone temperature setting, pollen filter and  
particulate filter •

Roof rails •

Scented air freshener •

Automatic rain sensitive windscreen wipers •

electric front windows with ‘one-touch’ operation and anti pinch •

electric rear windows with ‘one-touch’ operation and anti pinch (row 2) •

electric adjustable door mirrors •

Row 2 window sunblinds •

Aircraft style tables on rear of front seats  (with cup holders) (row 2) •

Cigar lighter and 12v socket •

 • = Standard   = Optional*
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 • = Standard   = Optional*

GRAND C4 PICASSO SPECIFICATIONS 2.0L DIESEL 

INSTRUMENTS / DRIVER INFORMATION

RdS stereo radio / Cd player / MP3 with 6 speakers •

Steering mounted stereo controls •

Bluetooth •

USB connectivity •

digital speedometer and rev counter •

Odometer with trip meter and service indicator •

fuel gauge with warning lights •

Oil level gauge •

Temperature gauge •

Maintenance indicator •

exterior temperature display with frost alert •

Multi function on-board trip computer (instant and average fuel consumption,  
average speed, kilometres to go …) •

Black panel night time function •

Central instrument display •

STORAGE

Twin mounted storage compartments for driver and front passenger with lids •

front and rear door storage compartments •

Under floor compartment (row 2) •

Right hand side storage compartment (row 3) •

Map pockets on rear face of front seats •

Removable / retractable luggage cover •

Illuminated front passenger glovebox •

Air conditioned storage compartment at the bottom of the centre console  
including cup holders •

EXTERIOR FEATURES

17” Roskilde alloy wheels 215 / 50 R17 •

Body colour painted bumper inserts •

Body colour side rubbing strips •

Body colour painted door handles •

Body colour painted door mirror caps (excluding base and tops) •

Rear air deflector •

GRAND C4 PICASSO SPECIFICATIONS 2.0L DIESEL 

LIGHTING

halogen, height adjustable headlamps with ‘follow me home’ feature •

Interior lights come on when vehicle is unlocked / doors opened with progressive  
illumination / extinction •

Interior roof courtesy light (rows 2 and 3) •

Boot courtesy light •

front fog lights •

Rechargeable torch in the boot (used both as a boot light and a hand-held torch) •

Automatic illumination of headlamps •

OPTIONAL PREMIUM PACK – LEATHER

Captain’s chair front seats



Perforated mistral (grey) leather seats
Six way heated electric front seats with power lumbar
leather trimmed door casings
leather steering wheel with piano black inserts
Piano black finish on door casing and facia
front and row 2 carpet mats
Aircraft style tables on rear of front seats (with cup holders) (row 2) with reading lights
Power fold exterior mirrors with parking assist ‘mirror dip’ feature on passenger side
height adjustable and foldable front head restraints

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

Metallic / pearlescent paint 

Black paint 

Panoramic glass roof with electric ceiling blind 

leather (only with Premium Pack) 





CrÉatIve teChnOlOgIe

www.citroen.com.au
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